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Propstore’s Entertainment
Memorabilia Live Auction: Los
Angeles 2022
June 21—24, 2022
Over 1,800 lots of rare props, costumes and
production material will be going up for
auction at the Entertainment Memorabilia
Live Auction: Los Angeles 2022 scheduled
for June 21-24, 2022. material will be going
up for auction at the Entertainment
Memorabilia Live Auction: Los Angeles 2022
scheduled for June 21-24, 2022.

HERITAGE AUCTIONS
ALTERNATIVE SHOWCASE
AUCTION—JULY 3
Heritage Auctionswill present a dedicated
AMP auction featuring more than 500
alternative movie posters on July 3, 2022.

Back by popular demand … Movie Poster
Archives will hold its Special Bulk Auction,
specifically designed for dealers and super
collectors, on Monday, June 27 through
Thursday, June 30. Will go live on June 27th.
In addition to bulk lots on single titles, this
auctions also features Lots of Lots of assorted
lobby cards and folded one sheets.

There are also great deals on collector lots for
movie titles and celebrities and lots of other great
items.

EMOVIEPOSTER.COM
NOW TAKING
CONSIGNMENTS FOR
HALLOWEEN!!!

UPCOMING EVENTS/DEADLINES
June 21-24

Prop Store Entertainment Memorabilia Auction: Los Angeles 2022

Jun 25

Heritage Alternative Movie Posters Showcase Auction

June 27-30

Movie Poster Archives Bulk Auction

Jul 3

Heritage Alternative Showcase Auction

Jul 15-16

Heritage Treasures of the Silent Screen Movie Posters Signature
Auction

Jul 15

Special Opening of Movie-Ink Sixk Smell of Success Rebels Rousers
& Poseurs Poster Exhibit

Jul 17

eMoviePoster.com’s August Major Auction begins

Aug 3-10

Movie Poster Archives Lagniappe Auction

Sep 14-15

Propstore Cinema Poster Live Auction

Oct. 9

eMovieposter.com’s 23rd Annual Halloween Auction

LAMP’s LAMP POST Film Accessory Newsletter features industry news as
well as product and services provided by Sponsors and Dealers of Learn
About Movie Posters and the Movie Poster Data Base. To learn more about
becoming a LAMP sponsor, click HERE! Add your name to our Newsletter
Mailing List HERE!
Visit the LAMP POST Archive to see early editions from 2001-PRESENT.
The link can be found on the home page nav bar under “General” or click
HERE.

The LAMPPOST is a publication of
LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
Telephone: (504) 298-LAMP
email:
edp@LearnAboutMoviePosters.com
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Entertainment Memorabilia Live
Auction: Los Angeles 2022
June 21—24, 2022
Over 1,800 lots of rare props, costumes and production material will be
going up for auction at the Entertainment Memorabilia Live Auction: Los
Angeles 2022 scheduled for June 21-24, 2022. The auction, which will
take place in Valencia, California, will include items from over 600 films and
TV shows and a selection of over 200 comics and comic art lots. Bidding is
available online, by phone or in person.
Highlights of the auction include a collection of 15 original props and
costumes from the scripted limited event series The Offer. This highly
anticipated series, currently streaming on Paramount +, stars Miles Teller,
Matthew Goode, Dan Fogler, Burn Gorman, Colin Hanks, Giovanni Ribisi
and Juno Temple, and follows the making of “The Godfather,” one of the
most legendary films in Paramount’s history.

A portion of the proceeds from
the sale of these lots will benefit
the Motion Picture & Television
Fund. MPTF supports working
and retired members of the
entertainment community with a
safety net of health and social
services.
The full online and PDF download
catalog will be available May 24,
2022.
Click HERE to see the teaser
trailer.
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Back by popular demand … Movie Poster Archives will hold its Special Bulk Auction,
specifically designed for dealers and super collectors, on Monday, June 27 through
Thursday, June 30. How is this auction different from the Lagniappe Auctions?
Many of the donations are in large quantities so our bulk auction offers the opportunity
for dealers and collectors to acquire great items in larger quantities. For example, our
full size posters will be presented in 2 primary increments:
*10 posters of a single title and/or a distributor’s box of 50 posters of that title.

*25 mini sheet posters of a single title
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LOTS OF LOTS
This Bulk Auction will also feature Lots of Lots. For example, there are partial sets of
lobby cards offered in a lot of 25 FOR JUST $5.00. All of the lots are broken down by
piece and there is an image of EVERY card offered — so no guessing at what you’ll
get.

There will also be Lots of Lots of folded one sheets.
We will also be presenting Collectors Lots on specific titles/people/items.
Instead of acquiring pieces of your collection a few at a time, we will be presenting a
single still of all the extras that we have for that title.
For example, in the upcoming Bulk Auction we will present a Collectors Lot of
Casablanca starring Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman that contains 47v different
stills in the lot. And celebrities like 52 different photos and stills of John Wayne.

AUCTION WILL BEGIN NEXT MONDAY, JUNE 27TH.
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Alternative Movie Posters
Showcase Event
July 2, 2022

The Meteoric Rise of Alternative Movie
By Hope Grubb
Over the past 15 years, alternative movie posters have
rocketed from humble online offerings for a niche audience
to in-demand collectibles with an ever-growing fan base.
Part pop culture and part fine art, these creative
reimaginings of Hollywood classics, cult cinema and
contemporary blockbusters serve as a welcome contrast to
the mass-produced, often-uninspired movie posters gracing
today’s theaters.
Since the days of legendary artists such as Saul Bass,
Robert McGinnis, Reynold Brown, Drew Struzan and the
“Father of the Modern Movie Poster” himself, Bob Peak, film
posters have become less of an art form and more of a
lesson in Photoshop. But the talented artists creating the
gorgeous, limited-edition screenprints that make up the
AMP genre have revived the lost art of the movie poster –
and collectors have taken notice. Created by some of
today’s most renowned commercial illustrators, the limitedrun posters – beloved for their scarcity as much as their
striking appearance – often sell out in minutes when offered
online by the artist, released at special debuts with notable
galleries and exhibited at events like San Diego Comic-Con.
Almost always hand-signed and numbered by their artists,
the posters come from limited to small print runs, numbering
from a handful of copies to a few hundred prints at most,
each a work of art in both design and production.
The works have also become a hit at Heritage Auctions, which, on July 3, will present a dedicated
AMP auction featuring more than 500 alternative movie posters by trendsetters including Laurent
Durieux, Martin Ansin, Tyler Stout, Rory Kurtz, Kevin Tong, Ken Taylor, Tomer Hanuka and Daniel
Danger, to name just a few. Most notably, the auction features several prints dating back to as early
as 2005 and more than a handful of signed special artist prints. Also included is a wide selection of
Durieux prints for Jaws, The Phantom of the Opera, Dracula, various Hitchcock flicks, The
Godfather: Part III and many more, including my personal favorite: a sensational reflection variant from Apocalypse
Now.
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Many of the posters featured in the auction come from
Mondo, the Austin, Texas-based company that pioneered
the concept of limited-edition AMPs – a practice that
began more out of necessity than marketing strategy. In
Mondo’s early days of commissioning artists to create
original movie posters, the company had little storage
space to hold the mesh screens used during the
screenprinting process, which meant only a minimal
number of prints could be created. The limited runs made
the posters highly sought-after, and their popularity
surged throughout the 2010s, with online distributors and
galleries like Spoke Art, Bottleneck, Hero Complex
Gallery, Dark Hall Mansion and more also getting in on the
action.
Back then, with AMP desirability growing at a rapid pace,
companies commissioning alternative poster artists
started approaching major film studios in hopes of
including them in the process – another trailblazing idea
from Mondo. In many cases, the studios granted the
companies licensing and likeness approval, but when
likeness wasn’t approved, it created an opportunity for
artists to produce more creative illustrations, some even
better representations of the films than their original
campaigns. Today, almost all AMP distributors work with
the film studios and must seek licensing, depending on
the art concept.
Partnerships with major studios have turned the AMP market
into big business, with investors leaping at opportunities
when limited poster debuts drop. The works later appear on
the secondary market for over twice the original price.
Because of this and the lack of profit return for the artist,
AMP illustrators now issue limited-edition first releases and
later an open release, with the possibility of special artist
prints once they’re sold out. Regular editions are among the
favorites of these prints; however, color variants are scarcer
in their number run, making them even more sought-after.
Many of these commissions have led to monumental
success for the artists, who often go on to create original
artwork for Blu-ray boxes, vinyl releases and more.
Today, cinephiles of all ages are still eager to collect
nostalgic images released in modern poster form. As a
movie fan and AMP collector myself, it was a joy to catalog
the exceptional prints offered in Heritage’s July 3 auction.
The featured posters are true works of art, and their
desirability is only increased by their extremely limited
nature.
HOPE GRUBBS is Lead Cataloger for Movie Posters at Heritage Auctions.

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE FULL CATALOG.
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Our August Major Auction begins July 17th,
and is FILLED with great items of all kinds!

Please note that ALL of the items pictured below WILL be included in our soon-to-start August Major
Auction, and we have many hundreds more not shown below, plus we have many "last minute"
consignments on their way to us. Please visit our site July 17th, when all the items begin at one time!
It is now too late to send consignments for THIS auction, but you can now consign to either our 23rd
Halloween Auction or our December Major Auction (and of course also our upcoming regular
auctions).
And of course,
ALL of the below items (and all of the items in this August Major Auction) will start at $1, with NO
buyers premiums, and NO reserves!
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NOW TAKING CONSIGNMENTS FOR HALLOWEEN!!!
Why think about Halloween NOW, when it is several months away?
Why NOT! We have held 22 very successful Annual Halloween Auctions, and we want to make the
upcoming one our very best EVER, and we figure the best way to do that is to start promoting it now,
and to keep promoting for the next months! That way, we will not only reach the most potential
consignors, but also all poster and lobby card collectors everywhere will have seen our promotional
ads, and none of them will miss the auction!
So if YOU have horror/sci-fi material you'll wanting to send now for this auction in October, please
send it right away. Because we always take the first example of each item we receive, you will
guarantee your items WILL be in the auction by sending them now, and EVERY Halloween auction
we get lots of titles sent more than once, and I hate having to tell people they "waited too long"!
And of course, the great posters pictured below WILL be in this auction, all starting at $1, of course
with NO reserve (and NO buyers premium)!
IMPORTANT! We were also consigned the MOST amazing collection of 1950s horror/sci-fi
lobby cards, including complete sets on just about EVERY modern sci-fi title starting in 1950,
and almost all in great unrestored condition!
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EMOVIEPOSTER.COM HAS THREE REALLY
GREAT “REGULAR” AUCTIONS!
What's in these three sets of auctions?
Our current Tuesday auctions ending July 7th at http://www.emovieposter.com/
agallery/13.html contain 1,901 folded U.S. & non-U.S. posters, signed repro photos,
pressbooks, lobby cards, and much more, with a wonderful selection of 185 ultra-rare
pressbooks, 345 one-sheets, 378 great lobby cards (including 308 singles, 40
complete sets, and 30 incomplete sets), 398 personally autographed signed repro
photos, album pages and more (at the start of the auctions), and SO much more it will
take you hours just to make a quick run through it all!
Our current Thursday auctions ending July 9th at http://www.emovieposter.com/
agallery/14.html contain 1,500 standard rolled posters (one-sheets, non-U.S., and
special posters). This has a fabulous selection of posters of every kind, spread pretty
evenly from the 1950s to the present, with exactly ONE HUNDRED ultra-rare ones
from before 1950! BUT THE HIGHLIGHT OF THIS SET OF AUCTIONS is the truly
remarkable selection of SEVENTY FOUR Mondo posters (at the start of the
auctions)! If you are looking for a great poster (U.S. or non-U.S., movie or non-movie!)
to display on your wall, you are almost certain to find many candidates here!
Our current Sunday auctions ending July 12th at http://www.emovieposter.com/
agallery/15.html contain 1,118 bulk lots containing 25,625 items in all, one of our
biggest and best bulk lot auctions EVER, with an awe-inspiring assemblage of just
about every kind of poster there is, plus lots of lobby cards, stills, magazines, comic
books, pressbooks, and so much more! This is completely like the contents of an
entire store being auctioned off, truly with NO reserves! There WILL be sensational
buys made and quite a few will sell for BELOW wholesale prices!
Or (for the next FIFTEEN full days, until the Tuesday auctions start to close on the 5th)
view ALL of the 4,448 current auctions in a single gallery at http://
www.emovieposter.com/agallery/all.html, which is especially valuable if you want to
search ALL of the current 4,448 auctions at once for a star, genre, size or whatever!
It is virtually a certainty that no matter what you collect you will find items of interest in
this massive supermarket selection (in fact, if YOU can't find a LOT of items you would
like to own, you likely need to look for a new hobby!). This month's selection is really
THAT good, as one quick look at the auctions will prove beyond a shadow of a doubt!
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JASON RINGENBERG opens expo
REBELS ROUSERS & POSEURS
July 15th

Fans of SICK SMELL OF SUCCESS: we have an exciting opening for our next exhibit,
July 15th. Yes JASON RINGENBERG, the Godfather of Americana himself, will play an
in-house gig as guest of honor at the opening of REBELS, ROUSERS & POSEURS. An
exhibit with movie posters exuding free honky tonk spirit and self-confident nous. It’s
the art of standing tall!
Invitation / RSVP only!
Now here’s the thing. We are very lucky that Jason agreed to come to our little place,
still the SICK SMELL OF SUCCESS is a little place. We only can harbor a few of your
lost souls, so if you want to join us, you’ll have to get on our waiting list. One week
from the actual date we will inform you if you are one of the chosen few. We will also
tell the actual time slot of the gig.
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How to get on the list?
Email us: wim@movie-ink.com. Are there any criteria to be chosen? Not really, but it
helps if you are a) a friend of the gallery b) can show us proof of buying Jason’s latest
record c) are prepared to offer us a little sponsoring, however large.
Merch
Jason takes some merchandise with him, so you can always buy good stuff on the spot.
I’ve asked characharaboy to design a 1ce-in-a-lifetime T-shirt.

3-step Plan
Now here’s our 3-step plan to enhance your chances and attend the ONLY TIME Jason
plays Amsterdam in 2022:
1- go to www.jasonringenberg.com and order a copy of STAND TALL! or RHINESTONED
2- contact me: wim@movie-ink.com and tell me you need to get in
3- like and love the heck out of MOVIE INK. AMSTERDAM on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook. No matter whether the post is about a sold poster, a new column or indeed
the Freek van de Week.
GOOD LUCK! HOPE TO SEE YOU IN THE SICK SMELL OF SUCCESS
A few examples of poster art you can expect.

~~~~~~~
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WHAT A GREAT TIME
WE HAD!
We had a WONDERFUL time at last month’s
Columbus Moving Picture Show. The last time we
attended was eight years ago and we had forgotten
what it was like to be around other passionate
dealers and collectors. Here are just a few highlights
from our perspective.
We got to share a line of tables with Morris Everett
(below) and Peter Graham of Last Moving Picture
Company Fortunately for us we got to add to our
Hollywood on the Bayou collection with some great
photos from the “classic” Louisiana-made film
Alligator People, courtesy of Morrie.
We got to visit with LAMP sponsor Matthew
McCarthy of Film Art Gallery who was there to
enjoy the event and browse through thousands
of great posters.
We added even more to our personal collection
via Al McFadden and Jason Edgely (see their
booths below).
There is NOTHING that compares to physically
seeing and feeling the posters as you browse
through.

And to top it off, Jim Gresham presented us with a copy of his
Volume II, Children of the Night … What Music They Make.

WOW … AND I MEAN WOW! No self respecting
collector of horror posters should be without this exquisite
publication. Here’s how to get it.
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May 25-28, 2023

COLUMBUS MOVING PICTURE SHOW
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Preparations are already underway for next year’s Columbus Moving
Picture Show.
This show is one of the last of its kind. Collectors and dealers need to
make an extra effort to ensure that this EVENT continues for the next
generation of poster collectors and dealers.
We were surprised to see a number of younger faces in the crowd — which
makes us very happy. But we need more.

It had been eight years since we went and we quickly realized how much
we missed being around other folks passionate about posters. I had
forgotten the joy of looking through stacks of posters and stills finding
something that touches our heart. Unfortunately for our bank account, we
found too many. But who needs to eat, right?
Please mark your calendars NOW for next year’s show. We want to see this
hobby grow and attract a new audience and this is one of the best ways to
make that happen.
For information about next year’s show as it is finalized, visit their site
regularly here!
Hope to see you next year.
Susan (and Ed)
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HOLLYWOOD POSTER
AUCTION UPDATE
NEXT AUCTION TO BE
HELD ON OCTOBER 2nd
AND HANDLED BY
PREMIER AUCTION
GALLERIES
MORE INFORMATION
WILL BE COMING IN THE
NEXT FEW WEEKS
.
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NEW ADDITIONS TO WEBSITE

MIDNIGHT (1939) – ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER
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LAWRENCE OF ARABIA (1962) – ORIGINAL
ROADSHOW ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

PSYCHO (1960) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

MURDER MY SWEET (1944) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

BLUEBEARD’S EIGHTH WIFE (1938) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER
19

THESE THREE (1936) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

LOLITA (1962) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

VIVA LAS VEGAS (1964) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

ALL ABOUT EVE (1951) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER
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COOL HAND LUKE (1967) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

NIGHT KEY (1937) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

THE GREAT ESCAPE (1963) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY
(1941) – ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

FLAMING FLAPPERS (1923) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

BOOTS OF DESTINY (1937)
– ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER
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NORTH BY NORTHWEST
(1959) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

DIE MONSTER DIE
(1965) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

BLOOD OF FU MANCHU
(1969) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

SHAFT IN AFRICA (1973) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

CASTLE OF FU MANCHU
(1972) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

LAST TANGO IN PARIS
(1972) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

APOCALYPSE NOW
(1979) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THE STING (1974) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

JUNGLE BOOK (1967) –
ORIGINAL DISNEY ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER
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THE COURTSHIP OF
ANDY HARDY (1942) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

ANGRY RED PLANET
(1960) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

TERRY TOONS, MIGHTY
MOUSE (1955) –
ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

THE APARTMENT (1960)
– ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

PAL JOEY (1957) – ORIGINAL
FRENCH MOVIE POSTER

BEN HUR (1959) – ORIGINAL
MOVIE POSTER

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA
(1962) – ORIGINAL
FRENCH MOVIE POSTER

THE LITTLE COLONEL (1935) –
ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTER

LA DOLCE VITA (1960) – ORIG
FRENCH MOVIE POSTER

FUNNY GIRL (R1970’S) – ORIG
FRENCH MOVIE POSTER

NOTORIOUS (R1954) – ORIGINAL
FRENCH MOVIE POSTER

THE GREAT DICTATOR
(R1960) – ORIGINAL ITALIAN
MOVIE POSTER
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ROBIN HOOD (1964)
– ORIGINAL MOVIE
POSTER

YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE (1967)
– ORIGINAL JAMES BOND ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

OUR GANG, COME BACK MISS
PIPPS (1941) – ORIGINAL ONE
SHEET MOVIE POSTER

THE MAN FROM PLANET X
(1951) – ORIGINAL WINDOW
CARD MOVIE POSTER

ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS /
NOT OF THIS EARTH (1957) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER (1958)
– ORIGINAL ONE SHEET MOVIE
POSTER

THE SON OF DRACULA (1943) –
ORIGINAL WINDOW CARD MOVIE
POSTER
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JUST AROUND THE CORNER
(1938) – ORIGINAL ONE SHEET
MOVIE POSTER

RETURN OF THE JEDI, STAR
WARS (1983) – ORIGINAL
ONE SHEET MOVIE POSTER

FOLLOW THE FLEET (1936) –
ORIGINAL WINDOW CARD
MOVIE POSTER

THE FLEET’S IN (1928)
– ORIGINAL WINDOW
CARD MOVIE POSTER

SAY IT WITH SONGS
(1929) – ORIGINAL
WINDOW CARD MOVIE
POSTER

LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA
(1937) – ORIGINAL
WINDOW CARD MOVIE
POSTER

WEE WILLIE WINKIE
(1937) – ORIGINAL
WINDOW CARD MOVIE
POSTER

HEARTS DIVIDED (1936) – ORIGINAL WINDOW CARD MOVIE POSTER

BUCK JONES (1932) –
ORIGINAL WINDOW
CARD MOVIE POSTER

ONCE UPON A TIME IN
THE WEST (1969) –
ORIGINAL WINDOW
CARD MOVIE POSTER

THE LITTLEST REBEL (1935) –
ORIGINAL WINDOW CARD
MOVIE POSTER

GOING CROOKED
(1925) – ORIGINAL
WINDOW CARD
MOVIE POSTER

HEARTS DIVIDED (1936) –
ORIGINAL WINDOW CARD
MOVIE POSTER

~~~~~~
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LET WOMEN ALONE
(1925) – ORIGINAL
WINDOW CARD MOVIE
POSTER

SKY BRIDE (1932) –
ORIGINAL WINDOW CARD
MOVIE POSTER

Mauvais Genres Store
CLASSIC 70'S & 80'S + MUSIC! Over 150 new arrivals.
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AUGUST MAJOR AUCTION
STARTS JULY 17th
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AUGUST MAJOR AUCTION
STARTS JULY 17th
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June 2022 New Movie Poster Arrivals
YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE x 4, Cemetery Screenings, Judy's 100th, Pride, vintage Tati, A MAN AND A
WOMAN and more in our biggest update yet

Dear Friends and Movie Lovers:
Hello from Hollywood, where the Cinespia at Hollywood Forever Cemetery Screenings season has
just begun. Catch our pre-film poster slideshow before each movie and join us for THE WIZARD OF
OZ and a celebration of Judy Garland's 100th birthday on June 12th.

And speaking of Judy...June is Pride Month and we've a great new
lineup of posters for LGBTQ films / Gay favorites. Click on John
Waters' FEMALE TROUBLE to see our entire collection

Plus: 4 U.S. 1 Sheets for YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE, the full-color
French A MAN AND A WOMAN, Tati's JOUR DE FETE, Kurosawa,
more Bond, Beatles, beautiful Belgians and more:
OUR LATEST ACQUISITIONS
All BestMatthew McCarthy
Film/Art Gallery / The Saul Bass Archive
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Our mailing address is:
Film Art Gallery
6311 Romaine Street, suite 7106
Los Angeles, CA 90038
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MOVIEART NOW
AVAILABLE
SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN
DWARFS (1937)
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MOVIEART.COM AT PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

MOVIEART.COM
THOUSANDS OF POSTERS
GOOD, RELIABLE SERVICE
WE SHIP CAREFULLY
STAY SAFE!
KIRBY McDANIEL
posters@movieart.com
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MovieArt Austin will sell NO
reproductions.
Kirby McDaniel
MovieArt.com
P.O. Box 4419
Austin TX USA
www.movieart.com
512 479 6680
FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON PINTEREST
https://www.pinterest.com/movieartaustin/pins/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/movieart.austin.texas/

FOLLOW MOVIEART
ON TWITTER
https://twitter.com/movieartaustin
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SAVE THE DATE
30. FILM MARKET IN ZURICH, MovieArt is present with 8 tables and offers everything
the cinematic collector's heart desires: display photos (lobby cards), posters,
postcards, statues and action figures, original autographs etc.
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OUR LATEST ADDITIONS:
SUMMER 2022
Latest additions to our expanding collection of rare vintage posters from around the
globe. Check out our recent advertising, music and movie posters and add some art to
your wall.

VINTAGE MOVIE POSTERS

MIGHTY JOE YOUNG
(RKO, 1949)
One Sheet, Style C
Artist: Gene Widhoff

SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS
(MGM, 1957)
Three Sheet
Linen Backed
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SPECIAL SUMMER COLLECTION:
RARE VINTAGE MOVIE POSTERS
Limited availability of these rare original movie posters including classics
films King Kong, Star Wars, actors Marlene Dietrich, Cary Grant and many
more. Here's a sample of the collection:

THE MAN FROM LARAMIE
(Columbia Pictures, 1955)
Italian 2-Folio
Artist: Anselmo Ballester

STAR WARS
(20th Century Fox, 1976)
Promotional Poster
Artist: Howard Chaykin

ISLE OF THE DEAD
(RKO, 1945)
One Sheet
Frightening image of a knife
wielding Boris Karloff

MEAN STREETS
(Warner Brothers, 1973)
British Quad
Artist: Peter Strausfeld

KING KONG
(RKO, 1933)
Poster Concept - Original Art
Artist: Albin de Buncey
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ON THE WATERFRONT
(Columbia Pictures, R-1960)
Italian 2-Folio
Artist: Luigi Martinati

SON OF FRANKENSTEIN
(Universal Pictures, R-1953)
Half Sheet
This poster is from the 1953 re-release by Realart

NORTH BY NORTHWEST
(MGM, 1959)
One Sheet
Fun image of Cary Grant in this
Alfred Hitchcock classic

THE PRINCE AND THE SHOWGIRL
(Warner Brothers, 1957)
Half Sheet

See The Entire Collection
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THE 2022 SPRING POSTER
COLLECTION IS HERE
You can go straight to the BLOG here

Dear Posterophiles,

Talent is rare. Genius is even rarer.
With the possibility these following words may be perceived as passeists or retro, it is quite
obvious there aren't that many long lasting talents who have emerged in the Movie Art in the
last 3 decades that have sustained long term longevity and success.
Many great Directors or Actors have emerged but very few have been able to sustain a steady
string of Hits/high quality output consistently.

I'm not going to list a number of reasons why it is but it takes long hours and constant work on
top of learning who the previous geniuses and talented ones are to understand them, emulate
them and maybe surpass them.
It is therefore no secret that the Retrospective of filmographies organized by the various
cinematheques around the world are still - to this day - focused on Directors/ Actors beyond the
last 40 + years.
Those cinematheque Retrospectives / Festivals often use great artwork to summarize the
oeuvre of a given talent.
This is what we will showcase in THIS WEEK'S BLOG (Click here) with posters for 10 icons, Alfred
Hitchcock, Brigitte Bardot, Charles Chaplin, Clint Eastwood, Federico Fellini, Greta Garbo,
James Bond, Orson Welles, Stanley Kubrick and Toshiro Mifune designed in France, Germany,
Italy, Japan and the US.
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Here is one of them created in 2020 for Federico Fellini's 100th Birthday and his filmography
retrospective at the famed Babylon theater in Berlin.

WHAT'S NEW THIS WEEK?
* NEW ITEMS: The 2022 SPRING COLLECTION with its 823 posters with its 823 posters is about to
be soon replaced but still available in the NEW PRODUCTS section. Enjoy a very eclectic selection of 20
posters below for the sheer pleasure of your eyes

Is Andy Warhol a genial Artist or a genial opportunist? The debate is wide open but his love for
schlock and kitsch has hardly been surpassed with his 1974 produced Flesh For
Frankenstein movie, here represented by the large 2 panel Italian poster (?Art by Renato
Casaro?) and its subtle use of bananas, mayonnaise and nipple dome!!!
It is a work of genius by the Coen Brothers to have "elevated" a dumb stoner like The Big
Lebowski to the level of super cult star. Variant limited edition on foil paper by Tracie Ching.
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Beyond his very human flaws, Michael Jackson was a true genius whether during his solo years or
with his siblings as a member of The Jackson 5. Rare original 1970 Personality poster.

Horizontal format again with Paul Newman looking tough as detective Harper, surrounded
by multiple shots of bikini wearing Pamela Tiffin on the very rare British Quad movie poster for
the 1966 thriller.
Dean Martin was also always surrounded by beautiful "slaygirls" including in the first movie of
the Matt Helm super spy series, The Silencers. Rare double sided gatefold Japanese Press poster.

We love "cheeky" posters in the Gallery so this colorful insert sized Italian poster for the 1968
Italian comedy, La vuole lui lo vuole lei is a welcomed addition. Art by Mos.
Less cheeky but still kitschy is the rare one sheet poster for the 1971 Sexploitation movie, Casting
Call. Proving (if need be) that "Me Too" existed way before Weinstein was outed as the figure for
the well known but hushed disgusting practice in the entertainment industry.
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Rock bands didn't have to do casting calls as adoring Groupies flocked to their backstage rooms
and Led Zeppelin's antics are well documented. Classic poster designed (and hand signed)
by Randy Tuten for the band's 1975 Oakland shows.
Jimmy Page dabbled in the Dark Arts but could never have been able to put life in a creature
made of clay like the Maharal of Prague did with The Golem. Very rare Mondo limited edition
print designed for the 2010 screening of the 1920 German silent horror movie featuring the first
Jewish superhero!

Superheroes again with the brand new latest addition to Marko Manev's Noir series
featuring this time Spiderman and his foes in 4 limited edition prints (we have both the set of 4
and singular prints).

Animated heroes but Japanese style with one of three different posters for the theatrical release
of the cult Manga series, Cyborg 009.
Marcello Mastroianni is one of my favorite actors, charming, so cool and with perfect comedic
timing. Here he is with the iconic painting by Averardo Ciriello on the large 2 panel Italian poster
for Divorce Italian Style.
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Great design again with this rare German poster for the original release of Moderato Cantabile,
one of Jean-Paul Belmondo and Jeanne Moreau's lesser known movies.

A brand new limited edition print by Yvan Quinet revisiting Clint Eastwood's 1973 dark
western High Plains Drifter.

While some people like the lash / whip, others prefer being chained!!! Incredible and very odd
bondage style design created for the US release of Henri-Georges Clouzot's 1968 erotic drama, La
prisonniere (Woman In Chains).
Green and dark tones again with the uniquely designed East German poster for the Vietnam War
classic, Platoon.

Marlon Brando was also hailed as a genial Actor. He may not have been genial but sure looked
so cool wearing a leather jacket in The Wild One. Ultra rare large 2 panel japanese poster.
Already linen backed.
David Gilmour is one of the most subtle guitar players having crafted Pink Floyd's sounds over
many decades. Here is one of several very rare limited edition prints on various papers (foil,
silver, gold..)
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An oddity from this Collection is this small sized Japanese "roadshow" style calendar for James
Bond's The Spy Who Loved Me with great images from the movie as well as from previous
Bond movies.
The Taj Mahal is a work of genius. Located in Agra in India, it is one of the most iconic sites
used in Travel posters, even though this circa 1970 Lufthansa poster uses it to advertise
Middle East travels?!?

* SALES: All our ON SALE posters are here.
* PINTEREST: You can all check all our thematic presentations on our
Pinterest boards here.
* The Blog archives are now accessible directly here
* Any questions, just ask as it doesn't cost you to!
* Enjoy the brand new 2022 SPRING COLLECTION .

Daniel @ ILLUSTRACTION GALLERY
email: daniel@illustractiongallery.com
Cell: 1 646 801 2788
www.illustractiongallery.com
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AUGUST MAJOR AUCTION
STARTS JULY 17th
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SPOTLIGHT ON OUR LAMP SPONSORS
LAMP is now in its 21st year online as an anchor and pioneer of research for the movie
poster industry. This is only due to the fantastic support that we have received over the
years from our wonderful sponsors.
We would like to present our sponsors and remind everyone that these auctions,
dealers and service providers are supporting our efforts to educate, encourage and
inform the movie poster community. We could not do it without them. They are
presented in the order that their sponsorship began, with emovieposter.com (Bruce
Hershenson) being our Founding Sponsor in 2001.
eMoviePoster.com
(2001)

dominiquebesson.com
(2002)

The World's Number One
Movie Poster Auction
House, for 31 years!

Vintage International Movie
Posters in located Paris,
France.

www.emovieposter.com

www.dominiquebesson.com/

Heritage Auctions
(2002)

Hollywood Poster
Frames (2002)

The nation's leading dealer in
authentic Hollywood Memorabilia,
historical autographs, vintage
signed photographs.

Picture frames for display of
posters, prints and artwork in
a quality frame at low cost.

https://movieposters.ha.com/

www.hollywoodposterframes.com/

MovieArt.ch (2002)

Movie Art (2002)

https://www.movieart.ch/?en/home/

https://www.movieart.com/

French Movie Poster
(2003)

Unshredded Nostalgia
(2003)

In the business for 30 years with
thousands of posters from the
60's to current titles.

Paper ephemera--photos, movie
and TV stills, news, etc. Shop in
Barnegut, NJ; eBay Store

https://www.ebay.com/str/
frenchmoviepostersshop

https://www.ebay.com/str/
jimeunshreddednostalgia

Vintage movie posters.
Authentic. Mail Order Only.
Since 1979. Austin Texas
USA.

The only shop in Switzerland
dedicated exclusively to the
art of film with over 10,000
posters online or in our gallery in the heart of Zurich.
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Film Art Gallery (2004)

Spotlight Displays
(2004)

Classic and rare film posters
from around the world, with an
emphasis on extraordinary
films and exceptional design.

Spotlight Displays was founded
2002 and has been selling movie
poster frames to home theater
enthusiasts, collectors etc.

http://www.filmartgallery.com/

http://www.SpotlightDisplays.com/

Cinema Retro (2006)

L'imagerie Gallery
(2006)

Magazine celebrating classic
and cult movies.

Original Vintage Movie
Posters, Vintage Rock Posters
1960's to Present, Custom Framing and Restoration.

www.CinemaRetro.com

http://www.limageriegallery.com/

Moviemem.com (2007)

Last Moving Picture Co
2009

Buy and sell rare vintage
original movie posters, lobby
cards and Australian daybills,
vintage movie memorabilia.

Thousands of vintage original
movie posters, lobby cards, and
stills.
https://www.ebay.com/str/
lastmovingpicturecompany

https://www.moviemem.com/

Illustraction Gallery
(2011)

Simon Dwyer (2011)
Genuine vintage movies dating
from the 1920s to the 1970s
brought from cinema hoardings
around the world to your front
door.

Vintage and rare posters from the
POP era. Online Art gallery celebrating the Artists behind the Art
of music, movies and comic book.

https://illustractiongallery.com/

http://www.simondwyer.com/

Limited Runs (2013)

Movie Poster Page
(2015)

Limited Runs is the place to
discover and buy the best
authentic vintage posters, art
prints & fine art photography.

Proudly serving the web since
December, 1994. Film
posters! Lobby Cards!
https://www.musicman.com/mp/mp.html

https://www.limitedruns.com/
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Movie Ink (2015)

Vintage Movie Poster
Auction Group (2015)

MOVIE INK. AMSTERDAM is
a gallery and archive
devoted to movie art,
especially posters and stills.

Alternative to auctioning movie
accessories on eBay. Strictly original movie theater accessories
(posters, lobbies, stills, press kits, etc.).

https://www.movie-ink.com/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/vmpag

Vintage Movie Posters
Forum (2015)

Movie Poster Archives
(2016)

The place for serious (and not so
serious) discussions by movie
poster collectors from all over the
world.

A 501(c)3 nonprofit dedication to
the preservation and study of
movie posters, stills, lobby cards
and other movie paper.

http://vintagemoviepostersforum.com/

https://www.movieposterarchives.org/

Picture Palace Movie Posters (2017)

Hollywood Posters
(2018)

Specializing in the art of the film poster, Picture Palace Movie
Posters only sells original vintage
movie film posters.

Hollywood Posters offers original
posters, advertising and artwork
amassed beginning as early as
the 1970s.

www.picturepalacemovieposters.com/

https://hollywoodposters.com/

Mauvais-Genres (2018)

Partners65 Vintage
Movie Posters (2018)

Online shop dedicated to Original Movie Posters and Rare Film
Collectibles, and a brick-andmortar store located in Provence,
South of France!

Selling original movie posters and
related memorabilia for the past
10 years.

https://www.mauvais-genres.com/en/

https://www.ebay.com/str/
partners65vintagemovieposters

Prop Store (2022)

LePoster.com (2022)

One of the worlds leading
vendors of TV and movie
props, costumes and
entertainment memorabilia.

More than 80 years active in the
movie business as independent
movie theater owners and movie
distributors. Now we are selling
parts of our collection.

https://propstore.com/

https://leposter.com/
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